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ABSTRACT

Generic tire combinations were tested and evaluated on
four basic vehicles; two military tactical types and two commercial
types. The military vehicles were the M151, 1/4 ton, 4x4, Utility
Truck, and the M35, 2 1/2 ton, 6x6, Cargo Truck. Because of the
difference in the suspensions, axle structures and stability charac-
teristics between the A-1 and A-2 series of the M151, a vehicle of
each series was tested with combinations of two different radial ply
tires and the standard bias ply non-directional cross-country (NDCC)
tire. The M35 was tested with combinations of one radial ply tire
type and the standard bias ply NDCC tire.

The commercial vehicles used to test the tire mixtures in-
cluded a 2-axle School Bus of 66 children or 44 adult passenger capa-
city and a 5 ton Tractor-Trailer. Again, because the U. S. Army uses
both 2-axle and 3-axle tractors, and both single axle and tandem axle
trailers, two 5 ton tractor-trailer combinations were used.

It was definitely established that neither of the M151's
could safely tolerate any mixtures of bias and radial ply tires. The
other four vehicles, being heavier, more stable, and of considerably
longer wheel base, could, however, perform with safety and with various
degrees of steering ease when equipped with certain combinations of
the generically different tire constructions.



FOREWORD

Radial ply tires have become the most discussed development in

the tire industry since the introduction of the tubeless tire. As one

domestic tire producer has claimed for the last several years, this is

"The Radial Age."

The success and widespread use of radials in Europe prompted some

of our domestic firms, some of whom were actually manufacturing radials

in their European facilities, to start making them here in the United

States. The installation of new building drums and accessory equip-

ment, plus the training of personnel to make radials, was just the

beginning of a tremendous outlay of money by the major U.S. tire makers.

The almost immediate acceptance of the new (to this country) type tires

dictated the necessity to construct entire new buildings.

At first the concentration was, and actually still is, on the

manufacture of radials for passenger cars. A great many new automobiles

now come with radials as original equipment or as an option. Truck-bus

tires are now being made in the radial construction by the majors, but

the demand for them from the commercial users is so great that the

supply cannot currently meet the demand.

The U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command tested radials versus bias

ply tires in the 16-20 size on 2-1/2 ton 6x6 and 5-ton 8x8 trucks at

both Army and independent test sites, and found the radials to be cost

effective. For this reason, interest has been generated in bringing

ii



radials into the system in other sizes, especially the popular

7.00-16, 9.00-20 and 11.00-20 sizes for the 1/4 ton M151, the 2-1/2"'

ton M35, and the 5 ton M809 series trucks respectively. The Air Force

tested radials on buses and certain ground support vehicles, such as

refuelers, and found them very cost effective, - particularly on buses

which are principally over-the-road, high mileage type vehicles.

Radial ply tires are coming into the Military system, especially

by way of new buy vehicles, such as the commercial 5-ton tractors

recently bought by the Army, and certain Product Improvement Programs

(PIP's). The question now arises, what happens if a radial ply tire

equipped vehicle needs one or more replacement tires and the only ones

of the correct size and ply rating available are of the older bias

ply tires? Can they be used, or would they constitute an untenable

handling situation and/or a distinct safety hazard? Many warnings

have been issued to the effect that radials and bias tires should not

be mixed on the same vehicle, or that, if a mixture is unavoidable

or is tried for any reason, the radials, being more aggressive, be

placed on the rear or drive axles and the bias tires placed on the

front or steering axle. In no case is a mixture on the same axle to

be made.

The Army decided to test such generic tire mixes on a cross

section of typical tactical and commercial vehicles. Hence this project,

iii



sponsored by the Army Tank-Automotive Command and executed by the

Nevada Automotive Test Center, a division of Hodges Transportation,

Inc., out of Carson City, Nevada.

ROGER 'IIRK
Radial Ply Tire Project Engineer
U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command
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AUTHOR'S BACKGROUND

The author has been involved in ride, handling, and
stability studies of vehicles as affected by tires since the
initiation of the two ply bias tire. Comparative studies, pri-
marily subjective, of bias, bias-belted, and radial construc-
tion tires have been completed with many vehicles and vehicle
suspension types in both heavy and light commercial service as
well as off-road vehicles.

The studies have included diverse driving environ-
ments including snow, ice, wet, and dry pavement and many
driving modes such as hill and curve, straight-a-way, tight
cornering maneuvers, and so forth.

Comparison studies of vehicle handling characteris-
tics as affected by tire structural methods, structural mate-
rials and rubber compounding have been performed.
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DEFINITIONS OF KEY WORDS

"Generic" Tire Mixture The concurrent mixing of radial
ply and bias ply tires on the
same vehicle.

Tire Combinations Mixtures of radial ply and bias
ply tires .on the same vehicle.

Steering Effort Operators force required to turn
the steering wheel.

Steering Response Tire response to operators steer-
ing input.

Vehicle Roll Lateral roll - displacement of
vehicle body.

Vehicle Pitch Vertical movement of front and
rear of vehicle body.

Vehicle Yaw Lateral displacement of vehicle
body from normal line of travel.

Cyclic Yaw Cycling side to side lateral
displacement of vehicle body.

Tire Nibble Rate at which a tire will tra-
verse a longitudinal pavement
surface rut.

Dual Tires Application of paired tires on
axle ends.

Tandem Axles Tandem axle means any group of two
or more axles, any of which may be
powered, and/or steering, whose ex-
treme centers are spaced more than
40 in (1016 mm) apart, and which are
attached one behind the other to the
same vehicle and associated through
a mechanism designed to provide a
specific relationship between their
loading.

Bogie The driving wheel assembly consisting
of the rear four wheels of a six wheel
truck.

OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer.
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DEFINITIONS OF KEY WORDS (Contd.)

Vehicle Imbalance This is a condition when transient forces
felt by the driver lead to a sensation of
incipient instability or handling uncertain-
ty without actual loss of control.
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1.0 BACKGROUND

It is recognized that tires of fundamentally different self-aligning
torque and cornering stiffness potential cause unfavorable vehicle
handling characteristics if the mismatch adversely alters the designed
steering response and the designed jounce and rebound rates of the
vehicle suspension system.

It is also recognized that introduction of radial ply tires to a large
existing transportation system utilizing bias ply tires presents awe-
some logistical problems unless tires of different constructions can
be combined on the same vehicle until such time as the obsolete tire
supply reaches an insignificant proportion.

It is, therefore, essential to qualify the safety of combining dif-
ferent tire constructions on vehicles by evaluating vehicle stability
(pitch, roll and yaw), vehicle handling (oversteer, understeer or
neutral steer) and mode of directional recovery, as well as potential
damage to the drive train; to determine whether radial ply tires can
in fact, replace current bias ply tire stock orders on a one-for-one
basis without serious safety and/or technical problems; or whether
radial tires must make their introduction on a new line of vehicle
yet to come.

-1--



2.0 OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this test was to determine whether "Generic" tire
mixtures are safe under the four fundamental over-the-road opera-
tional conditions.

The term "Generic" tire mixture refers to the concurrent mixing
of radial-bias and bias-radial tires on the same vehicle.

The four fundamental modes of vehicle over-the-road operation are:

(1) Lane change.

(2) "J" turns.

(3) Straight-a-way.

(4) Hill and curve.

These operations were undertaken using a selected cross-section
of vehicles used by the Army, as well as other Department of
Defense Agencies. Every meaningful representative inter and
intra axle combination of generically different tires were tried
to determine the effect on vehicle stability and handling, the
mode of directional recovery, and the potential effect on drive
trains. As a result of these tests, those tire mixes which were
safe and those which are not for specific type vehicles were
established.

-2-



3.0 SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS

3.1 M151 Series Vehicles

Twenty-four of the forty-eight possible mixtures, in-
cluding full complements of tires as listed in Summary
Table No. 1, were run in this test.

Only full tire complements, or four tires of the same
construction type, are safe applications on the Ml5lAl
and M151A2 vehicles.

-3-
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3.0 SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS (Contd.)

3.2 M35 Vehicle

Five of the twelve tire mixtures including full tire
complements as listed in Summary Table No. 2 are safe
applications on the M35 vehicle.

One of the five tire mixtures, considered as a safe
mixture, would result in drive train and/or tire damage.

Summary Table No. 2

M35 Vehicle

Table No. 2 is an overall summary of the M35 vehicle -

tire matrix utilized in this study. Safe bias/radial
tire mixes are identified by bold squares.

VEHICLE AXLE ENDS

ýL R L R L R L R

C B B R R
z _ .. ____•-• -•-

R _ B B

0 F R R B- B -=--o lJ..._ ___R

o L .-- ___--= !

SC B B R R BB
< C:Ll§;B£-__ -_ __ ____:

B B

> --. --"' ;' ' •
C R R

R -AB -,-R -R- - •R L-- R R

F - Front Axle, steering
C - Center Axle, driving B f B Tire and/or
R - Rear Axle, driving , Adrive train
L - Left axle end damage would
R - Right axle end R R damae occur.
B - Bias construction tires
R - Radial construction tires B B

Dual tire application center and rear drive axles.
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3.0 SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS (Contd.)

3.4 Tractor-Trailer Unit

Five of the twelve tire mixtures including full tire comple-
ments as listed in Summary Table No. 4 are safe applications
on the Tractor-Trailer Unit.

Summary Table No. 4

Tractor-Trailer Unit

Table No. 4 is an overall summary of the tractor-trailer
tire matrix utilized in this study. Safe bias/radial tire
mixes are identified by bold squares.

.VEHICLE AXLE ENDS

L_ R L R L R L R

F B_ B B B R

z C B B B B B B B
0

Ha R B B R R - B B I. B

F - R R B B _

__c -- B B R R a
SRr B B B B R R -B zEBcýi

F ~R B B ~~-- B B R R

C ýB B--BE ffB R R

R -B B R R R

F - Front axle, steering B - Bias construction tires.
C - Center axle, driving R - Radial construction tires.
R - Rear axle, trailer
L - Left axle end
R - Right axle end

Dual tire application, (center) drive and trailer (rear) axles.

-7-



3.0 SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS (Contd.)

3.5 Three Axle Tractor, Tandem Axle Trailer

Seven of the eight tire mixtures including full tire
complements as listed in Summary Table No. 5 are safe
applications by axle positions on the Three Axle
Tractor, Tandem Axle Trailer Unit.

The full complement of radial construction type tires
was run with fifth wheel-king pin position two and six
inches forward of drive bogie center and at 75 and 95
psig cold starting tire inflation pressures but did not
affect safe handling characteristics of the vehicle.

Summary Table No. 5

Three Axle Tractor, Tandem Axle Trailer

Table No. 5 is an overall summary of the tractor-trailer
tire matrix utilized in this study. Safe bias/radial
tire mixtures by axle and bogies are identified by bold
squares.

VEHICLE AXLE ENDS

L R L R L R L R

F B B R B B B B
0'

_D B B R R B B R R

T B B B B R R R R

o F R R B B R R • •R•- R

> D B B R R R R -B B

T B B B B R R -

F - Front Axle B - Bias construction tires
D - Tractor Drive Bogies R - Radial construction tires
T - Trailer Bogies
L - Left Axle End
R - Right Axle End

Dual tire application, all axles except tractor front axle.



4.0 CONCLUSIONS

It is concluded that:

Bias and radial tires cannot be safely mixed on the Ml5lAl vehicle.

Bias and radial tires cannot be safely mixed on the M151A2 vehicle.

Bias and radial tires can be safely mixed by axles on the M35 vehicle.

Damage to the tires and/or drive train will occur with mixed tires on
the drive axles of the M35 vehicle.

Bias and radial tires can be safely mixed by axles on the school bus.

Bias and radial tires can be safely mixed by axles on the commercial
two axle/single axle trailer vehicle.

Bias and radial tires can be safely mixed by bogie axles on the com-
mercial three axle tractor, tandem axle trailer vehicle.

Increased tire inflation affects handling and stability characteris-
tics.but does not affect safety on the three axle tractor, tandem
axle trailer vehicle.

Trailer king pin position (location of king pin and fifth wheel in
relation to centerline of drive axle or rear bogie) provides better
handling and vehicle stability when two inches ahead of centerline
as compared to a six inch forward location on the three axle tractor,
tandem axle trailer vehicle.

Bias and radial tires cannot be safely mixed on vehicle axle ends.

Bias and radial tires cannot be safely mixed as dual application on
vehicle axle ends.

Radial tires of different constructions and materials, i.e., Radial I
and Radial II constructions, cannot be mixed on the Ml5lAl and M151A2
vehicle.

--9--



5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that:

A handling and stability characteristics study be per-
formed with the school bus and tractor-trailer vehicles
with partial load configurations to determine the affect
of load distribution.

A study of steering input time, comparing bias and radial
tires in high speed cornering maneuvers be performed.

A study of steering input force requirement, comparing
bias and radial tires in high speed cornering maneuvers
be performed.

A study of bias and radial tire lateral roll displacement
and rate of lateral displacement be performed.

A further study of vehicle handling and stability charac-
teristics as affected by radial tire structural materials
be performed (common tread design on differing carcass
construction materials).

A study of vehicle handling characteristics be performed
in pliable soils with the safe tire combinations as iden-
tified in this report.

A study of forces generated at trailer king pin of artic-
ulating vehicles be performed for better understanding of
handling and stability characteristics.

-10-



6.0 SCOPE OF WORK

6.1 Lane Change Maneuver

The lane change (passing simulation) and return maneuvers were
run with each loaded test vehicle and each tire combination
over a level paved asphalt skid pad located at the Nevada Auto-
motive Test Center Proving Grounds.

The test course was outlined with pylons to maintain a pre-
determined 10 foot width, 100 foot recovery lane after simulated
pull out through an opening at 45 degrees angle and a simulated
pull back through an opening at 45 degrees angle with another
recovery lane 50 feet in length. The lane change 10 foot width
was adjusted for wheel counters which increased overall vehicle
width, and the lane change openings were enlarged for each of
the larger vehicles, generally to 197 percent of wheelbase or
the minimum opening requirement which would allow lane change
negotiations at a vehicle speed of 5 miles per hour. A diagram
of the lane change is found in Appendix I.

Visual read-out data, vehicle speed, steering angle and lateral
accelerations as well as yaw measurements, were recorded for
each pass through the lane change course. Initial test speed of
5 miles per hour with all vehicles and tire combinations was in-
creased by 5 mile per hour increments until near control limit,
at which time speed was increased by 2 mile per hour increments
until control loss was confirmed. Recorded lane change data is
in Appendix II.

Safe tire combinations for each vehicle were subjectively deter-
mined with the aid of instrument data and were run through the
lane change course over wet pavement and at vehicle curb weight.

-11-



6.0 SCOPE OF WORK (Contd.)

6.2 "J" Turn Maneuver

The "J" turn and recovery was run with each loaded test
vehicle and each tire combination over a level paved as-
phalt skid pad located at the Nevada Automotive Test Cen-
ter Proving Grounds. The 120 degree "J" turn with an 80
foot radius and recovery area was identified with a paint
mark on the pavement surface. A diagram of the "J" turn
test course appears in Appendix I.

Visual read-out data, vehicle speed, steering angle and
lateral accelerations as well as yaw measurements, were
recorded for each pass through the "J" turn course. Ini-
tial test speed of 5 miles per hour with all vehicles and
tire combinations was increased by 5 mile per hour incre-
ments until near control limit, at which time speed was
increased by 2 mile per hour increments until control loss
was confirmed. Recorded "J" turn test data is found in
Appendix II.

Safe tire combinations for each vehicle were subjectively
determined with the aid of instrument data and were run
through the "J" turn test course with the vehicle at curb
weight.

- 12-



6.0 SCOPE OF WORK (Contd.)

6.3 Straight-a-way Driving Mode

A majority of the safe tire combinations, as determined
by the lane change and "J"¶ turn maneuvers were subjected
to straight-a-way and hill and curve driving modes to
verify that handling and stability characteristics were
satisfactory during such vehicle operations.

The straight-a-way driving mode test course, located on
U. S. Highway 50 east of Carson City, Nevada, was a 14
foot wide crowned paved surface highway with approxi-
mately 20 slope from centerline to pavement edge, minor
surface undulations, and shallow longitudinal ruts.

Visual read-out data, steering degrees, wheel revolu-
tions, vehicle speed, time, steering force required to
make correction and number of steering corrections were
recorded over two 3 mile sections of the course. Re-
corded straight-a-way driving mode data is found in
Appendix II.

On a paved test course a subjective analysis was made
by comparison between tire combinations of each vehicle
as to tire nibble, vehicle roll, pitch and yaw and
general handling and stability characteristics. Vehicle
speed was increased to 60/65 miles per hour for a short
period of time and a lane change was executed to confirm
vehicle stability at the higher speed.

-13-



6.0 SCOPE OF WORK (Contd.)

6.4 Hill and Curve Course

The hill and curve course, located on State Highway No. 17
east of Carson City, Nevada, was run with a majority of the
safe tire combinations as determined by the lane change and
"J " turn maneuvers. The course was a 12 foot wide paved sur-
face highway, 8 miles in length, with variable radius curves
and grades to 8%. Visual read-out data, maximum steering
degrees, wheel revolutions, vehicle speed and time were re-
corded over a 5.2 mile section of the course both up and down
hill. Recorded hill and curve data is found in Appendix II.

Speed over the course was limited by vehicle load and/or en-
gine horsepower up hill and by vehicle engine and service
brake capabilities down hill.

A subjective analysis was made by comparison between tire
combinations of each vehicle as to general handling char-
acteristics with emphasis on any handling anomaly which
would alter safe operation.

-14-



6.0 SCOPE OF WORK (Contd.)

6.5 Tire Combinations (Mixtures)

Vehicle/tire type/position matrices of the tire mixtures
were given combination numbers for quick references.
(See following page.)

-15-



6.0 SCOPE OF WORK (Contd.)

6.5 Tire Combinations (Mixtures) (Contd.)

6.5.1 Tire Matrix of Ml5lAl and M151A2 Vehicles

Comb. Vehicle Wheel Positions
No. Left Front Right Front Left Rear Right Rear

1 Bias Bias Bias Bias

2 Radial #I Radial #I Radial #I Radial #I

3 Radial #II Radial #II Radial #II Radial #II

4 Radial #I Bias Bias Bias

5 Bias Radial #I Bias Bias

6 Bias Bias Radial #I Bias

7 Bias Bias Bias Radial #I

8 Radial #I Radial #I Bias Bias

9 Bias Bias Radial #I Radial #I

10 Radial #I Bias Bias Radial #I

11 Bias Radial #I Radial #I Bias

12 Radial #I Bias Radial #I Bias

13 Radial #I Radial #I Radial #I Bias

14 Radial #II Bias Bias Bias

15 Bias Radial #II Bias Bias

16 Bias Bias Radial #II Bias

17 Bias Bias Bias Radial #II

18 Radial #I Radial #II Bias Bias

19 Bias Radial #I Radial #II Bias

20 Bias Bias Radial #I Radial #II

21 Bias Radial #II Bias Radial #I

22 Radial #II Radial #II Bias Bias

23 Bias Bias Radial #II Radial #II

24 Radial #II Bias Radial #II Bias



6.0 SCOPE OF WORK (Contd.)

6.5 Tire Combinations (Mixtures) (Contd.)

6.5.2 Tire Matrix of M35 Vehicle

Vehicle Wheel Positions
Comb. Left Right Left Right Left Right

No. Front Front Center Center Rear Rear

1 (R) B BB BB BB BB

2 B (R) BB BB BB BB

3 (R) (R) BB BB BB BB

4 B B BB BB (RR) BB

5 B B BB BB BB (RR)

6 B B BB BB (RR) (RR)

7 B B (RR) (RR) BB BB

8 (R) B BB BB BB (RR)

9 B B (RR) (RR) (RR) (RR)

10 B B BB BB BB BB

11 (R) (R) (RR) (RR) (RR) (RR)

12 (R) B (RR) (RR) (RR) (RR)

B - Bias construction tires.
(R) - Radial construction tires.
BB/(RR) - Dual tire application.

-17-



6.0 SCOPE OF WORK (Contd.)

6.5 Tire Combinations (Mixtures) (Contd.)

6.5.3 Tire Matrix of School Bus

Vehicle Wheel Positions
Comb. Left Front Right Front Left Rear Right Rear

No. Out In Out In

1 (R) B B B B B

2 B (R) B B B B

3 B B (R) B B B

4 B B B B (R) B

5 B B (R) (R) B B

6 B B (R) (R) (R) (R)

7 B B B B (R) (R)

8 (R) (R) B B B B

9 (R) B B B (R) (R)

10 B B B B B B

11 (R) (R) (R) (R) (R) (R)

12 (R) B (R) (R) (R) (R)

B - Bias construction tires.
(R) - Radial construction tires.

-18-



6.0 SCOPE OF WORK (Contd.)

6.5 Tire Combinations (Mixtures) (Contd.)

6.5.4 Tire Matrix of Two Axle Tractor/Single Axle Trailer Unit

Vehicle Wheel Positions
Left Right Left Right Left Right

Comb. Front Front Drive Drive Trailer Trailer
No. Out In Out In Out In Out In

1 (R) B B B B B B B B B

2 B (R) B B B B B B B B

3 (R) (R) B B B B B B B B

4 B B (R) (R) B B B B B B

5 B B B B (R) (R) B B B B

6 (R) B B B (R) (R) B B B B

7 B B B B B B (R) (R) B B

8 B B B B B B B B (R) (R)

9 B B B B B B (R) (R) (R) (R)

10 B B (R) (R) (R) (R) (R) (R) (R) (R)

11 B B B B B B B B B B

12 (R) (R) (R) (R) (R) (R) (R) (R) (R) (R)

B - Bias construction tires.
(R) - Radial construction tires.
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6.0 SCOPE OF WORK (Contd.)

6.5 Tire Combinations (Mixtures) (Contd.)

6.5.5 Tire Matrix of Three Axle Tractor, Tandem Axle Trailer

Drive Trailer Infl.
Comb. Front Axle Tandem King Pin Press.

No. Axle Bogie Axle Vehicle Position psig

1 Bias Bias Bias ....

2 Radial Bias Bias

3 Radial Radial Bias ....

4 Bias Radial Bias ....

5 Bias Bias Radial ....

6 Radial Radial Radial ....

7 Bias Radial Radial ....

8 Radial Bias Radial ....--

6A Radial Radial Radial Loaded 6 inches 75

6B Radial Radial Radial Loaded 2 inches 95

6C Radial Radial Radial Loaded 6 inches 95

6D Radial Radial Radial Empty 2 inches 95

6E Radial Radial Radial Empty 6 inches 95

6F Radial Radial Radial Empty 2 inches 75

6G Radial Radial Radial Empty 6 inches 75

All tires mounted as duals.
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6.0 SCOPE OF WORK (Contd.)

6.6 Test Preparation, Tires

Tires were received, mounted on appropriate rims and the
outside diameter at tread center measured and recorded
24 hours after mounting and inflation. Outside diameter
measurements are located in Appendix II.

Tires were letter coded for ready identification as to
tire construction and numbered in numerical sequence to
assure that the tires maintained the same vehicle wheel
position throughout the test duration during the many
tire changes required for the mixture matrix.

Predetermined wheel positions by tire numbers were main-

tained as follows:

MI5lAI and M151A2 Vehicles

Wheel Pos.: Left Front Right Front Left Rear Right Rear

Tire Nos.: 1 2 3 4

M35 Vehicle

Center Axle Rear Axle
Front Axle Left Right Left Right

Wheel Pos: Left Right In Out In Out In Out In Out

Tire Nos.: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

School Bus

Rear Axle
Front Axle Left Right

Wheel Pos.: Left Right In Out In Out

Tire Nos.: 1 2 3 4 5 6
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6.0 SCOPE OF WORK (Contd.)

6.6 Test Preparation, Tires (Contd.)

Two Axle Tractor, Single Axle Trailer

Drive Axle Trailer Axle
Front Axle Left Right Left Right

Wheel Pos.: Left Right In Out In Out In Out In Out

Tire Nos.: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Three Axle Tractor, Tandem Axle Trailer

Tractor
Front Drive Axle Rear Axle Drive

Front Axle Left Right Left Right
Wheel Pos.: Left Right In Out In Out In Out In Out

Tire Nos.: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Trailer
Front Axle Rear Axle

Left RiFht Left Right
Wheel Pos. In Out In Out In Out In Out

Tire Nos.: 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
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7.0 DESCRIPTION OF MATERIELS AND EQUIPMENT

7.1 Tires

7.1.1 Ml51Al and M151A2 Vehicles

7.1.1.1 Bias construction, nylon reinforcing mate-
rial, 6 ply rated, 12 each, military NDCC
tread design, tube type, Mohawk Chief Brand,
7.00-16.

7.1.1.2 Radial I construction, radial ply, poly-
ester carcass and steel belt reinforcing ma-
terial, 8 ply rated, 12 each, off-road tread
design (deeply notched center rib with rec-
tangular shaped lugs positioned diagonally
at tread shoulders), tube type, Goodyear
Traction Flexsteel Brand, 7.00R16.

7.1.1.3 Radial II construction, steel radial ply and
belt reinforcing material, 10 ply rated, 12
each, 4 rib highway tread design, tube type,
Michelin XC Brand, 7.00R-16.

7.1.2 M35 Vehicle

7.1.2.1 Bias construction, nylon reinforcing material,
8 ply rated, 20 each, military NDCC tread
design, tube type, Cooper Brand, 9.00-20.

7.1.2.2 Radial construction, steel radial ply and belt
reinforcing material, 12 ply rated, 20 each,
off-road tread design (deeply notched center
rib with rectangular shaped lugs positioned at
tread shoulders), tube type, Goodyear Traction
Unisteel Brand, 9.00R20.
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7.0 DESCRIPTION OF MATERIELS AND EQUIPMENT (Contd.)

7.1 Tires (Contd.)

7.1.3 School Bus

7.1.3.1 Bias construction, nylon reinforcing material,
12 ply rated, 12 each, 3 rib commercial highway
tread design, tube type, Firestone Transport I
brand, 8.25-20.

7.1.3.2 Radial construction, steel radial ply and belt
reinforcing material, 12 ply rated, 12 each,
5 rib (3 primary ribs), commercial highway tread
design, tube type, Firestone Transteel brand,
8.25R20.

7.1.4 Two Axle/Single Axle Trailer and Three Axle/Tandem Axle
Trailer Vehicles

7.1.4.1 Bias construction, nylon reinforcing material,
14 ply rated, 20 each, 3 rib commerical highway
tread design, tube type, Firestone Transport
brand, 10.00-20.

7.1.4.2 Radial construction, steel radial ply and belt
reinforcing material, 14 ply rated, 20 each, 5
rib (3 primary ribs) commercial highway tread
design, tube type, Firestone Transteel brand,
10.OOR20.
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7.0 DESCRIPTION OF MATERIELS AND EQUIPMENT (Contd.)

7.2 Vehicles

7.2.1 Truck, Utility, 4x4, 1/4 Ton, MlSlAl

7.00-16 OEM tires, 16 inch by 4 1/2 inch rims,
3600 pounds gross vehicle weight, highway rated
load, 2400 pounds curb weight, 85 inch wheelbase.

7.2.2 Truck, Utility, 4x4, 1/4 Ton, M151A2

7.00-16 OEM tires, 16 inch by 4 1/2 inch rims,
3600 pounds gross vehicle weight, highway rated
load, 2400 pounds curb weight, 85 inch wheelbase.

7.2.3 Truck, Cargo, 6x6, 2 1/2 Ton, M35

9.00-20 dual OEM tires, 20 inch by 7.5 rims,
23,380 pounds gross vehicle weight, highway
rated load, 12,465 pounds curb weight, 178
inch wheelbase (130 inches front to center
axle, 48 inches center to rear axle).

7.2.4 School Bus

Forty-four adult or 66 children occupants (plus
operator) seating capacity, 4 by 2 commerical,
8.25-20 OEM tires, 20 inch by 7.5 inch rims,
20,000 pounds gross vehicle weight, highway rated
load, 12,630 pounds curb weight, 247 inch wheelbase.

7.2.5 Tractor, 4x2 Commercial

10.00-20 dual OEM tires, 20 inch by 7.5 inch rims,
120 inch wheelbase with commercial 27 foot enclosed
cargo body, single axle, semi-trailer, 10.00-20
dual OEM tires, 20 inch by 7.5 inch rims. Tractor/
trailer unit wheelbase 378 inches, rated 40,000
pounds gross vehicle weight, 19,040 pounds curb
weight. Drive axle to trailer wheel base 258 inches
with trailer king pin over drive axle.
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7.0 DESCRIPTION OF MATERIELS AND EQUIPMENT (Contd.)

7.2 Vehicles (Contd.)

7.2.6 Tractor, 6x4 Commercial

10.00-20 dual OEM tires, 20 inch by 7.5 inch rims,
143 inch wheelbase (front axle to bogie center)
with 40 foot cargo flat bed, tandem axle semi-
trailer, 10.00-20 dual OEM tires, 20 inch by 7.5
inch rims. Tractor/trailer unit wheelbase 537 1/2
inches (tractor front axle to trailer bogie center)
and 615 inches overall vehicle length, rated 76,800
pounds gross vehicle weight, 24,380 pounds curb
weight. Trailer king pin to center of tandem 399
inches. Multiple trailer king pin positions were
utilized in this study.
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7.0 DESCRIPTION OF MATERIELS AND EQUIPMENT (Contd.)

7.3 Test Instrumentation

7.3.1 Fifth Wheel Assembly

HTI No. B04 generator connected to Simpson volt-
meter for visual read-out of speed, calibrated
daily in miles per hour.

7.3.2 Two Heber Stopwatches

Time increments in hours, minutes, seconds and
tenths of seconds.

7.3.3 Marker System

HTI yaw displacement system No. 2.

7.3.4 Steering Degree System

Position transducer 19.07 mv/v/in positioned and
connected to steering linkage with digital multi-
meter Model 7004 OHM meter for visual read-out.
OHM to degree calibration by degree plates of
Bear Teleliner.

7.3.5 Gauge, Steering Effort

Inch/pound increments.
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7.0 DESCRIPTION OF MATERIELS AND EQUIPMENT (Contd.)

7.3 Test Instrumentation (Contd.)

7.3.6 Gauge, Free Zero Pressure

Calibrated Dill tire test gauge.

7.3.7 Loadometers

Two pairs for vehicle weight.

7.3.8 Calipers

HTI Rigid, for footprint length.

7.3.9 Wheel Revolution Counters, 2

One Lobe distributor, 110 volts, with HTI
manifold. 110 volt portable generator,
gasoline engine powered.

7.3.10 Accelerometer

No. MK25, .01 'g' increments positioned in vehicle
for lateral force accelerations.
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8.0 DISCUSSION

8.1 Vehicle Handling and Stability Characteristics

8.1.1 MI51Al Vehicle

The MI51AI vehicle handling characteristics
are acceptable (subjectively rated) with full
complements of Bias, Radial I, and Radial II
tires applied. The vehicle is susceptible to
body roll, pitch and yaw due to suspension de-
sign with any full complement of tires, but is
made noticeable with the higher cornering
force Radial II tires. By comparison, with a
full complement of Radial I tires, body roll,
pitch, and yaw is subjectively rated between
the Bias and Radial II tires. The Project
Director's subjective preference between Bias,
Radial I or Radial II tire installations on
the Ml51Al vehicle is the bias construction.

Vehicle oversteer conditions exist when Radial
I and Radial II tires are applied on the front
axle with Bias tires on the rear axle. The
condition is more pronounced with Radial II
tires on the front axle.

Vehicle understeer conditions exist with Bias
tires on the front axle and Radial I and Radial
II tires on the rear axle. Differences in
understeer condition are not noticeable between
the Radial I and Radial II tires.
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8.0 DISCUSSION (Contd.)

8.1 Vehicle Handling and Stability Characteristics (Contd.)

8.1.1 Ml5lAl Vehicle (Contd.)

Application of a single radial tire with
three bias tires or a single bias tire
with three radial tires on either end of
either axle institutes a vehicle balance
problem, i.e., differences to left and
right steering input requirement, steer-
ing response time and different cornering
capability. Also affecting vehicle bal-
alnce with the afore mentioned tire mix-
tures is yaw displacement difference in
tire constructions.

The afore mentioned handling and stability
characteristics were noted in three of the
four fundamental driving modes. The
straight-a-way driving mode, with the one
tire replacement or two tire replacement
when on different axles and different axle
ends generate a cyclic yaw condition which
is not safe in the high speed lane change
maneuver.
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8.0 DISCUSSION (Contd.)

8.1 Vehicle Handling and Stability Characteristics (Contd.)

8.1.2 M151A2 Vehicle

The M151A2 vehicle handling characteristics are
acceptable (subjectively rated safe) with full
complements of Bias, Radial I, and Radial II
tires applied. By comparison to the Ml5lAl ve-
hicle, body roll, pitch, and yaw of the M151A2
vehicle is noticeably less with all three full
complement tire combinations (Bias, Radial I,
and Radial II). The Project Director's subjec-
tive preference as to Bias, Radial I or Radial
II tire installations on the MI51A2 vehicle is
the Radial I corstruction. The higher disci-
plined and responsive Radial I construction
tire as compared to the Bias tires allows more
precise vehicle control but does not produce
as much vehicle body roll as the Radial II
tires, possibly due to tread design which may
reduce cornering force.

Vehicle oversteer and understeer conditions,
when tires of different constructions are ap-
plied by axles, are present with the M151A2
vehicle but the conditions are not so severe
as with the Ml5lAl vehicle.

The same vehicle balance problem exists with the
MI51A2 vehicle as with the Ml5lAl vehicle when
single or diagonal two tire replacements are ap-
plied on the vehicle, but to a lesser degree.

Handling and stability characteristics of the
M151A2 vehicle are prevelent in the straight-a-
way driving mode and high speed maneuver as with
the Ml5lAl vehicle, but to a lesser amount.
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8.0 DISCUSSION (Contd.)

8.1 Vehicle Handling and Stability Characteristics (Contd.)

8.1.3 M35 Vehicle

Five tire combinations are acceptable (subjectively
rated safe) when applied on the M35 vehicle (refer-
ence Summary Table No. 2) but one of the five com-
binations will cause damage to the vehicle drive
train and/or tires due to differences in the tire
rolling radius with the bias and radial construction
tires utilized in this study. Tire replacements,
either bias or radial construction, can be applied
to the front axle or drive bogie only.

Vehicle response to steering input, with either bias
or radial tire mixes applied to either front axle or
drive bogie is slow with the relatively short wheel-
base vehicle. The vehicle is more responsive when
operated at curb weight.

Application of a single replacement tire, either bias
or radial construction, on either end of the front
axle or as dual replacements within the four drive
train axle ends causes a vehicle imbalance. It is
believed the imbalance condition is caused by differ-
ences in cornering tractive effort of the tires, lack
of vehicle response to steering, and the possible in-
crease or decrease in steering effort (force required
for steering input by the vehicle operator) requirement.

The same conditions as mentioned above exist in all
four fundamental modes of vehicle operation.
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8.0 DISCUSSION (Contd.)

8.1 Vehicle Handling and Stability Characteristics (Contd.)

8.1.4 School Bus

Four combinations are acceptable (subjectively
rated safe) when applied on the school bus (ref-

erence Summary Table No. 3). Replacement tires,
either bias or radial, can be applied by axles,
either front or rear. A bias and a radial tire
cannot be applied on the rear axle ends as dual
application.

Understeer and oversteer of the vehicle as af-

fected by different tire constructions is minor
when tires of the same construction are applied
in pairs on the front axle.

When the school bus is operated at curb weight
or full load in the four basic modes of opera-

tion yaw displacement is high for any of the
acceptable tire combinations. The radial tires
allow more yaw displacement than the bias tires

but it is still acceptable from a stability and
control viewpoint. When making high speed lane
changes with both radial and bias tires the yaw

displacement is severe and causes an abnormal

oversteer condition.

The Project Director's subjective preference as

to tire combination is radial on front axle and
bias on rear axle which allows quick vehicle re-
sponse to the operator's steering input. Effect
of partial loading, i.e., one half of load capa-

city behind rear axle, could change handling and

stability characteristics to a marked degree.

Application of either bias or radial replacement

tires to either front or rear axle ends produces
an imbalance in vehicle stability and cyclic yaw.
Mixtures of bias and radial tires as dual appli-

cation on either end of the rear axle also pro-

duces an imblance and cyclic yaw.
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8.0 DISCUSSION (Contd.)

8.1 Vehicle Handling and Stability Characteristics (Contd.)

8.1.5 Two Axle Tractor, Single Axle Trailer Unit

Five tire combinations of the twelve mixtures
of bias and radial tire constructions utilized
in this test are acceptable (subjectively rated
safe) when applied on the two axle tractor/sin-
gle axle trailer articulating vehicle. Replac-
ment tires, either bias or radial construction
must be applied by axles, i.e., both ends of
any axle whether a single or dual tire applica-
tion.

Application of steering axle bias tires with
radial tires on all other axles and steering
axle radial tires with bias tires on all other
axles, changes vehicle handling characteristics
but not vehicle stability. Steering input de-
grees and steering input response as affected
by bias versus radial tire constructions does
not affect safe handling characteristics, both
are rated safe.

Application of bias or radial tire replacements
on axle ends, either steering, drive or trailer
axles causes steering, vehicle and yaw imbalance.
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8.0 DISCUSSION (Contd.)

8.1 Vehicle Handling and Stability Characteristics (Contd.)

8.1.6 Three Axle Tractor, Tandem Axle Trailer Unit

It was determined in the handling and stability studies
of the school bus, M35 and two axle tractor, single axle
trailer vehicles that:

1) Bias and radial tires should not be mixed
as dual applications.

2) Tires should not be mixed on axle ends.
3) Tires should not be mixed within bogie

or tandem axles.
4) Tire generated imbalance of articulating

vehicles tends to be more severe.

Therefore, tire mixtures were applied by front axle and
tractor/trailer tandems on the relatively short wheelbase
three axle tractor and relatively long wheelbase tandem
axle trailer. The study was directed primarily at ad-
verse handling characteristics as caused by radial tire
inflation pressure changes and trailer king pin position
of the articulating vehicle.

Prior to initiation of the handling study of this vehicle
an air operated sliding fifth wheel was mounted on the
tractor for quick trailer king pin positioning at two and
six inches, i.e., position of trailer fifth wheel coupling
in relation to tractor drive axle bogie centerline. A
photograph with white stripes marking bogie center, trailer
king pin position of two inches and a relative six inch
position is in Appendix III.

The study was conducted with the vehicle at both loaded and
curb weight in the dry pavement lane change and "J" turn
maneuvers. Individual run data is located in Appendix II.
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8.0 DISCUSSION (Contd.)

8.1 Vehicle Handling and Stability Characteristics (Contd.)

8.1.6 Three Axle Tractor, Tandem Axle Trailer Unit (Contd.)

Seven of the eight tire combinations utilized in this
test are acceptable (subjectively rated safe) when ap-
plied on the three axle tractor, tandem axle trailer
unit at 75 psi and 95 psi radial tire inflation pres-
sures and at two and six inch trailer king pin posi-
tion settings.

The eighth tire combination, bias construction mounted
on the tractor drive bogie with radial construction
tires mounted on the tractor steering axle and trailer
tandem axles causes oversteer and excessive yaw of the
tractor drive bogie.

Increased tire inflation pressure, from 75 to 95 psi
(cold starting) and a full complement of radial con-
struction tires, with a loaded and curb weight vehi-
cle, reduces steering input effort (subjectively
rated), which allows faster lane change maneuvers,
and the trailer king pin position in relation to
tractor drive axle bogie center affects handling and
stability characteristics but are considered accept-
able (subjectively rated safe).
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8.0 DISCUSSION (Contd.)

8.1 Vehicle Handling and Stability Characteristics (Contd.)

8.1.6 Three Axle Tractor, Tandem Axle Trailer Unit (Contd.)

During the trailer king pin position study, with
different tire inflation pressures and with vehicle
loaded and curb weights, vehicle control loss con-
sistently occurred at lower speeds with a six inch
king pin position. One condition, 95 psi tire pres-
sure and 6 inch forward king pin position caused
minor handling difficulties at 20 miles per hour ve-
hicle speed through the lane change course.

The Project Director, through subjective analysis,
is of the opinion that multiple forces generated at
the tractor/trailer articulating point (trailer king
pin position in relation to tractor drive axle bogie
center) causes differences in vehicle handling and
stability characteristics. Measurement of the forces
at the trailer king pin would aid in the proper se-
lection of a trailer king pin to tractor position.
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8.0 DISCUSSION (Contd.)

8.2 General Test Procedures

Tire combinations were applied to each vehicle
per a predetermined tire/type matrix and run
through the lane change and "J" turn maneuvers
after "base line" runs with the bias construc-
tion tires. Acceptable tire combinations as
determined by the lane change and "J" turn
maneuvers were run through the straight-a-way
driving mode and hill and curve test courses
to test for adverse handling characteristics
which could develop in different driving modes.
Toward the end of each vehicle test acceptable
tire combinations were run through the lane
change maneuver on wet pavement surface with
vehicle at curb weight.
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8.0 DISCUSSION (Contd.)

8.3 Tire Inflation Pressure Changes

8.3.1 The M151A2 with 7.00-16 Radial II tire inflation
pressure was increased over recommended Tire and
Rim Association pressure to attain tire tread
footprint equal to that of the bias construction
tire. The tire combination with different tire
constructions and equal footprint length on both
rear axle ends were run through the lane change
maneuver where vehicle handling and stability
deteriorated as compared to tires of different
constructions with the same inflation pressure.

8.3.2 The full complement of radial tires were tested
on the three axle tractor, tandem axle trailer
combination in the lane change and "J" turn
maneuvers at Tire and Rim Association recommended
pressures for bias tires for comparative studies.
An additional study was conducted with inflation
pressure increased to 95 psi. Handling charac-
teristics as affected by pressure increase are
discussed in section 8.1.6.
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8.0 DISCUSSION (Contd.)

8.4 Tire Rolling Radius, M35 Vehicle

Vehicle drag or resistance to free rolling was noticeable
during test runs with bias and radial tires mixed within
the drive axles of the M35, 2 1/2 ton, cargo vehicle. The
drag was also slightly noticeable when the manual front
axle drive was engaged with radial tires applied on the
front axle and bias tires on the drive axles.

Tire rolling distance difference of a radial tire mounted
as single on the front axle and of a bias tire mounted as
dual on the drive axle was measured at slow vehicle speed
by measuring tire distance traveled per revolution. The
following data was recorded.

Rolling Distance
Tire Type/Position Per Revolutions, inches Percent

Radial - front axle 122.5 100
Bias - drive axle 126.0 103

Wheel revolutions per mile with mixed tires on the drive
axles were recorded with test combinations throughout the
study but were not consistent due to replacement tire posi-
tions within drive axles. To alleviate the erratic data
bias tires were applied on left ends and radial tires on
the right ends of the drive axles utilizing the differential
to attain natural rolling distance differences between the
bias and radial tires. The loaded vehicle was run through a
six mile pavement test course at 40.6 miles per hour average
speed while the wheel revolutions were recorded. The data
was as follows:

Tire Type Wheel Revolutions Per Mile Percent

Radial 1044 104
Bias 1005 100
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Appendix I

Graphic Supplement
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Test Data
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Appendix II

Tire Outside Diameter Measurements

Goodyear Flexsteel, 7.OOOR-16, Radial Tires

Infla.
Press.,

Tire Code: A-i A-2 A-3 A-4 A-5 psig

Outside Diameter: 30.76" 30.78" 30.77" 30.79" 30.78" 24

Michelin XC, 7.OOR-16, Radial Tires

Tire Code: B-I B-2 B-3 B-4 B-5

Outside Diameter: 30.841" 30.83" 30.83" 30.83" 30.83"' 24

Military NDCC, 7.00-16, Bias Tires

Tire Code: C-I C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5 C-6

Outside Diameter: 30.35" 30.22" 30.22" 30.35" 30.18" 30.22" 24



Appendix II

Tire Outside Diameter Measurements

Goodyear Unisteel, 9.OOR-20, Radial Tires

Infla.
Press.,

Tire Code: A-i A-2 A-3 A-4 A-5 psig

Outside Diameter: 40.30" 40.30" 40.31" 40.30" 40.30" 50

Tire Code: A-6 A-7 A-8 A-9 A-10

Outside Diameter: 40.30" 40.30" 40.30" 40.30" 40.31" 50

Military NDCC, 9.00-20, Bias Tires

Tire Code: C-i C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5

Outside Diameter: 41.20" 41.32" 41.29" 41.25" 41.23" 50

Tire Code: C-6 C-7 C-8 C-9 C-10

Outside Diameter: 41.31" 41.22" 41.30" 41.13" 41.19" 50



Appendix II

Tire Outside Diameter Measurements

Firestone Transteel, 8.25R-20, Radial Tires

Infla.
Press.,

Tire Code: A-I A-2 A-3 A-4 A-5 A-6 psig

Outside Diameter: 38.12" 38.12" 38.16" 38.13" 38.15" 38.141" 75

Firestone Transport I, 8.25-20, Bias Tires

Tire Code: C-I C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5 C-6

Outside Diameter: 38.27" 38.09" 38.60" 38.12" 38.52" 38.42" 75



Appendix II

Tire Outside Diameter Measurements

Firestone Transteel, 10.OOR-20, Radial Tires

Infla.
Press.,

Tire Code: A-I A-2 A-3 A-4 A-5 A-6 psig

Outside Diameter: 41.13" 41.13" 41.13" 41.14" 41.12" 41.13" 55

Tire Code: A-7 A-8 A-9 A-10 A-li A-12

Outside Diameter: 41.13" 41.13" 41.12" 41.12" 41.18" 41.15" 55

Tire Code: A-13 A-14 A-15 A-16 A-17 A-18

Outside Diameter: 41.18" 41.16" 41.16" 41.17" 41.16" 41.18" 55

Firestone Transport, 10.00-20, Bias Tires

Tire Code: C-i C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5 C-6

Outside Diameter: 40.83" 40.96" 40.76" 40.95" 40.93" 40.80" 55

Tire Code: C-7 C-8 C-9 C-IO C-il C-12

Outside Diameter: 40.97" 40.82" 40.90" 41.02" 40.98" 40.45" 55

Tire Code: C-13 C-14 C-15 C-16 C-17 C-18

Outside Diameter: 40.95" 40.95" 40.95" 40.99" 40.96" 40.98" 55
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Photograph #201734~-1

M15lA2 Vehicle



Photograph #~201734~-2

School Bus



Photograph #201734-~3

Tractor-Trailer Combination
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Photograph #20173I4-4

Three Axle Tractor, Tandem Axle Trailer
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Photograph #201734-5

Trailer King Pin Positions



Photograph #20173~4-6

Ml51Al and M151A2 Tires

Radial I, Bias and Radial II



Photograph 11201734-7

M35 Vehicle Tires

Bias and Radial



Photograph #201734-8

School Bus Tires
Radial and Bias



Photograph #20173'4-9

Tractor-Trailer Tires
Bias and Radial



Photograph fl201734f-10

Instrumentation
Wheel Revolution Counter



Photograph #120173'4-11

Instrumentation
Fifth Wheel, Speed Indicator



Photofyraph #~20173L412

Instrument Fead-Out
Speed, mph

Wheel Counter, Console

SteerinF' Anyrle
Stop Watches
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Photograph #20173'4-13

M151A2 Vehicle
Lane Change Maneuver
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Photograph #20173~4-14

M151A2 Vehicle
Lane Transition



Photograph 1/20173'4-15

Ml5lAl Vehicle
Lane Change Recovery
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Photograph 11201734-16

Ml51Al Vehicle
Lane Return Maneuver



Photograph 112017 311-17

School Bus
Lane Change Maneuver



Photograph #201734-18

Tractor-Trailer
Lane Change Maneuver
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